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NEW QUESTION: 1
Given:
#1
package handy.dandy;
public class KeyStroke {
public void typeExclamation() {
System.out.println("!")
}
}
#2
package handy; /* Line 1 */
public class Greet { /* Line 2 */
public static void main(String[] args) { /* Line 3 */
String greeting = "Hello"; /* Line 4 */
System.out.print(greeting); /* Line 5 */
Keystroke stroke = new Keystroke; /* Line 6 */
stroke.typeExclamation(); /* Line 7 */
} /* Line 8 */
} /* Line 9 */
What three modifications, made independently, made to class
greet, enable the code to compile and run?
A. import handy.dandy,KeyStroke; added after line 1
B. import handy.dandy.*; added after line 1
C. import handy.dandy.KeyStroke.typeException(); added before
line 1
D. Line 6 replaced with handy.dandy.keystroke stroke = new
KeyStroke ( );
E. Line 6 replaced with handy.*.KeyStroke = new KeyStroke ( );
F. Line 6 replaced with handy.dandy.KeyStroke Stroke = new
handy.dandy.KeyStroke();
G. import handy.*; added before line 1
Answer: A,B,F
Explanation:
Three separate solutions:
C: the full class path to the method must be stated (when we
have not imported the package)
D: We can import the hold dandy class
F: we can import the specific method

NEW QUESTION: 2
You run the command fw tab -t connections -s on both members in
the cluster. Both members report differing values for "vals"
and "peaks". Which may NOT be a reason for this difference?
A. Synchronization is not working between the two members
B. SGMs in a 61k environment only sync selective parts of the
connections table.
C. Standby member does not synchronize until a failover is

needed.
D. Heavily used short-lived services have had synchronization
disabled for performance improvement.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following monitors program activities and modifies
malicious activities on a system?
A. NIDS
B. HIDS
C. Back door
D. RADIUS
Answer: B
Explanation:
Host-based IDS (HIDS) is an Intrusion Detection System that
runs on the system to be monitored. HIDS monitors only the data
that is directed to or originating from that particular system
on which HIDS is installed. Besides network traffic for
detecting attacks, it can also monitor other parameters of the
system such as running processes, file system access and
integrity, and user logins for identifying malicious
activities. BlackIce Defender and Tripwire are good examples of
HIDS. Tripwire is an HIDS tool that automatically calculates
the cryptographic hashes of all system files as well as any
other files that a network administrator wants to monitor for
modifications. It then periodically scans all monitored files
and recalculates information to see whether or not the files
have been modified. It raises an alarm if changes are detected.
Answer option A is incorrect. RADIUS is an industry standard
protocol to authenticate, authorize, and account for access
server connections. Answer option D is incorrect. Back door is
a program or account that allows access to a system by skipping
the security checks. Many vendors and developers implement back
doors to save time and effort by skipping the security checks
while troubleshooting. Back door is considered to be a security
threat and should be kept with the highest security. If a back
door becomes known to attackers and malicious users, they can
use it to exploit the system Answer option B is incorrect. A
Network-based Detection System (NIDS) analyzes data packets
flowing through a network. It can detect malicious packets that
are designed to be overlooked by a firewall's simplistic
filtering rules. It is responsible for detecting anomalous or
inappropriate data that may be considered 'unauthorized' on a
network. An NIDS captures and inspects all data traffic,
regardless of whether or not it is permitted for checking.
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